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FLUID MECHAMCS - I
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lNote: please fill subjcct codc and peper ID on OMRI
:G Eours Maximum Marks : 60rYraxrmum marks :

to Candidates:
Section - A is Compulsory.
Attempt any Four questions from Section _ B.
Auempt any TWo questions from Section _ C.

\ Section - AJ

D)iscuss classifi cation of fl uids.

What are differential manometers?

Define the horizontal and vertical components ofhydrostatic force acting
on a submerged curved surface?

Describe experimental method of determining the metacentric height of a
ship model.

Explain the methods of describing fluid motion.

Prove streamlines and equipotential lines form
perpendi cular lines.

tD what is the significance ofkinetic and momentum correction factors in
the analysis offluid flow?

4
0

(10x2=20)

a net of mutually

ts what are the various dimensionless numbers? Mention the flow situations
where each of these numbers is significant.

Define hydraulic gradient line and total enerry line with the help ofa diagram.

Explain the principle of pitot tube.
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Section - B

82) A disc of 100 mm diameter is rotating at 100 rpm on another statiorr_y (

:fjT*ryter. The space between ttre two discs is separatea Uv anfilm of thickness 1.5 mm. Determine power dissipa*J tf il;;rry ;f
80 cP.

Q3) A cylinder ofdiarneter 300 mm and height lno is fixed centrally on the
another large cylinder of diameter t m ana leigtrt 600mm. tsoth the
are filled with water.
Calculate

t.

(a) Total pressure force at the bottom ofthe large cylinder.

(b) Total weight of water in the cylinders and compare it with the
obtained in (a). Explain the difference, ifany.

Q4) A.velocity field is given as: V = (_rr+ 6x _3*y)i+ (3xf _ 6y _f)j.
whether the flow is
(a) Continuous.

(b) Irrotational and.

(c) Ifirrotational, find stream function.

Qs) A I 00 diameter orifice discharges 40 litres per sec of water under a head
3.2 m. A flat plate held normai to the jet just downstream from the
requires a force of300 N to resist the impaci ofjet. Find hydraulic
oforifice.

Q6) The power P required to drive a propeller is known to depend on diameter
and angular velocity crl of the impeller; density p, ,[;t ;;;
T:9rT of elasticity K of the fluid. Derive a tunltional relationship for p
dimensionless form using Buckingham method ofanalysis.
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Section - C

(2x10=20)
A sudden horizontal transition in a 300 mm diameterpipe reduces the diameter
to 150 mm. velocity measurement indicated kinetic energy correction factor
( c ) and momentum correction factor (p ) at 300 mm section to be 1.90 and
130, respectively. The corresponding values of s und p at 150mm section
ae l.l5 and 1.05, respectively. Ifpressure and average velocity at 150 mm
section are 15kPa and 6 m/s respectively, carculate the resultani force on the
u'ansition dueto flow of water in the transition. The coefficient of contraction
ma-"" be taken as 0.65.

A pipe of diameter 100 mm and length l km is used to pump oil into a tank ittk ratg of 1.2 m3/min. The first 300 m of pipe is laid upward at an angle of
l0o to the horizontal and the remaining pipe is laid upward 15" to the horizontal.
Deermine the pressure to be developed by the pump and power of driving
motor ifpump efficiency is 60%o. The viscosity and specific gravity of ol ari
0.85 Ns/m2, 0.92, respectively.

An old pipeline 200 mm in diameter and 4 km long connects two reservoirs
having difference of water levels as I g m. In order tJ increase discharge to the
lower reservoir, the alternatives suggested are:
(a) Old pipe is replaced by a new pipe of diameter 250 mm and
(b) A new pipe 250 mm in diameter is provided for the first half distance

and the old pipes are provided in parallel for the remaining distance.
Find percentage increase in discharge for both the cases. Neg-lect minor
losses ofenergy and take coefficient offriction as 0.009 for the old pipe
and 0.0075 forthe newpipe.
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